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BitWise. 
 
BitWise (V2.1 and later) includes features for determining AP240 settings and measuring the 
Single Ion Area. 
 
For general purposes BitWise routines should be used to: 
1. Set the baseline voltage of the AP240 
2. Measure the pulse height distribution of electronic noise and use data as a first guess for the 

ideal threshold setting 
3. Measure the average peak shapes at specified nominal masses (heights and areas) to 

determine saturation probability (high abundance peaks) and single ion (SI) area (low 
abundance peaks) 

4. Record the ratio [40]/[28] as a function of AP240 threshold to determine the maximum 
threshold setting that does not significantly degrade low abundance peaks 

 

Setting Baseline 
The baseline is the voltage from which all signals originate. During acquisition with thresholding 
applied, the AP240 records signal intensities relative to this value.  BitWise determines the 
baseline by recording raw electronic noise for an extended duration and calculating the average 
value of all recorded data points.   
 
Lower the MCP to ~1000 V.  Press 'Start.'  The baseline display will begin to update.  
 
§ The bright green trace shows the recorded values for a single TOFMS extraction.  The dark 

green line indicates the calculated average for all completed extractions.  The dashed blue 
line indicates the current setting for the baseline.  Notice that the left axis is bits and the right 
axis is mV. 

§ Labels above the plot display the total number of passes complete, the average value for the 
last pass in bits and mV, and the running averages for all passes.  

§ Press 'Stop' when the total averages become stable. 
§ Press 'Set Baseline.'  You will see that the menu Value for the baseline on the right of the 

screen is now equal to the total average. Bitwise has tried to adjust the offset so that the mV 
value of the recorded baseline is equal to the desired baseline bit value. 

§ Repeat measurement/set cycle until the average total value in bits is stable within ~0.1 bit of 
the menu value for baseline bits.   

 
The baseline value is set and will be saved when you exit the BitWise window. 
  

Analyzing Electronic Noise 
While determining the average value of the electronic noise, BitWise also measures the pulse 
intensities of the electronic noise.  Software thresholds between 0 and 20 bits, which mimic the 
digital thresholding of the AP240, are applied to this raw data to generate a plot of “Threshold 
Breaker Frequency” vs Threshold (bits). This plot can be used to determine the “ideal” AP240 
threshold setting, which is the point where electronic noise is effectively eliminated.  Later, you 
will determine whether this particular threshold setting has detrimental effects on small signals.  



Checking for Saturation  
The ToF-AMS uses an 8-bit ADC to digitize the signal waveform that is generated by the collision 
of ions with the surface of the MCP detector.  The ADC has an adjustable full scale that 
determines the largest intensity signal it can record (i.e., what amplitude corresponds to bit value 
2^8=256).  The amplitude of any signal is a function of the number of ions generating the signal 
and the gain of the detector, which is determined by the voltage applied to the MCP. Signals 
exceeding the ADC full scale are clipped and recorded as the full scale intensity.     
 
As a diagnostic for possible saturation, we analyze the single-extraction TOFMS peak heights at 
m/z 28. This intense air peak serves as a surrogate for particle detection events.  
 
To run this diagnostic, set the MCP to the intended voltage for acquisition, select 28 as one of the 
three m/z values in the peak analysis box, and open both the valve and the chopper.  Press start 
and peak data should begin to accumulate.  If no peaks are evident at m/z 28, see FAQs at the 
end of this section.   
 
Unthresholded, single-extraction data (no averaging) are processed at each of the three m/z 
values with no threshold applied.   
 
§ For each extraction, the software compares the maximum recorded signal within the 

nominal mass window to the peak discriminator.  If the value exceeds the discriminator, 
data are stored as a peak event.  If not, the data are discarded. 

§ The maxima of recorded peak events are aligned, and the average shape is displayed. 
The number below the peak trace indicates the number of peak events that have been 
recorded. 

 
For the purposes of saturation, we are interested in the average peak height, the maximum peak 
height, and the frequency with which peaks saturate the ADC.   
 
§ The average peak height can be determined by inspection of the peak shape trace.  To a 

first approximation, this value should not exceed 150 bits.   
§ The maximum peak height is reported in the text to the right.  
§ A value of 255 indicates that saturation has occurred at least once.  If this is the case, a 

label will become visible indicating the probability of saturation occurring in any 
extraction.   

 
In general, saturation at m/z 28 should be avoided, as this is only a surrogate for particles, and 
signals can definitely be larger. But, this is ultimately a decision the user must make based on 
experimental circumstances. To reduce peak intensity, lower the MCP voltage and repeat this 
diagnostic.  Changes in MCP voltage should not affect your baseline or your electronic noise, so 
the baseline diagnostic does not need to be repeated. 
 
Note: If the m/z 28 signal is quite small you may consider (1) increasing your MCP gain or (2) 
reducing your ADC full scale. Option (1) is appropriate if you determine that your single ion 
intensity is comparable to the intensity of your electronic noise. 
 

Determining Single Ion Area  
The response of the MCP detector to single ions is determined using the same peak analysis 
routine that is used to check for saturation.  Instead of the intense m/z 28 peak, analysis is based 
on m/z values for which ion detection events happen with low probability.   

 
§ The peak probability, which is displayed as text, is calculated as the number of peaks 

recorded divided by the number of extractions analyzed.   
 



The software defaults to m/z 40 and 45 for determination of the SI area.  These can be changed, 
but selected m/z values should have a peak probability below ~0.05.  (Probability of air peaks can 
be reduced by closing the chopper and/or the valve.)       
 
The routine should run until at least 300 peaks have been analyzed at each m/z value.  As the 
routine runs, the average trace should become “smooth,” with the elements before the peak 
equaling the baseline bit value, and the average peak area should take a stable value.    

 
§ The average peak area is calculated by subtracting the baseline bit value from each 

element of the average peak shape and summing the net values for all elements within 
the user-defined integration area (nsec, shown with yellow box).    

 
§ When you set your baseline, BitWise offset the AP240 so that the recorded mV value 

would equal the menu value for baseline bits.  In the displayed (smooth) peak trace, 
elements before and after the peak should have values very close to the baseline bit 
value.  If this is not the case, you may consider re-setting the baseline. 

  
The recorded peak area will depend on the value of the peak discriminator.  If the value is too 
low, electronic noise will be mistaken for ion signals and the single ion area will be artificially low.  
If the discriminator is too high, low intensity events will be rejected, and the single ion area will be 
artificially inflated.  The peak discriminator defaults to the AP240 threshold value.  To check the 
validity of this setting, monitor the peak-to-noise ratio. 

 
§ The peak-to-noise ratio compares the frequency of peak discriminator breakers with the 

MCP on and off.  To avoid deflation of the single ion area by electronic noise, the value 
should be greater than 50.  Likewise, a high pk/noise ratio may indicate a need to lower 
the peak discriminator, so as to avoid artificial inflation of the single ion area. 

 
The recorded peak area may also depend on the user-defined peak integration area, particularly 
if there is significant ringing in the signal following the peak.  A setting of 5-nsec is recommended 
for most instruments.  Note that this is a narrow region than was used in the Threshold Analysis 
Window, and may be a cause of differences in values obtained with the two routines. 
 
After collecting 300+ peaks at each m/z and confirming your peak probabilities and peak/noise 
ratios, stop acquisition and type the average peak area into the single ion area text box.  The 
value is expected to have some m/z dependence.  So, you may average the values observed for 
different m/z values.  The value will be saved to the active menu file when you exit BitWise. 
 

Measuring m/z Ratios 
In the previous steps, you acquired raw, unthresholded data in order to: 
 
(1) Set your baseline  
(2) Determined the desired threshold, based on electronic noise  
(3) Establish that your MCP setting does not cause significant saturation  
(4) Determine your single ion area at the MCP setting 
 
Signals in ToF-AMS mass spectra can be divided into two classes: (i) low abundance, which have 
shape and intensity originating from the accumulation of stochastic single ion detection events 
and (ii) high abundance, which have shape and intensity originating from the accumulation of 
signals generated by the simultaneous detection of multiple ions.      
 
§ Before acquiring data, you must confirm that the desired threshold value does not 

significantly degrade low abundance signals at your MCP setting. 
 



As a diagnostic, BitWise acquires open and closed mass spectra without threshold and with ADC 
thresholds 0 through 15 applied.  Difference signals at m/z 28, 32, and 40 are calculated for each 
setting.   
 
§ It is assumed that (i) these gas-phase species have effectively constant concentrations 

(ii) thresholding has a negligible effect on the high abundance signals at m/z 28 and 32 
and (iii) the peak at m/z 40 is dominated by single ion detection events, and will be 
discriminated at high thresholds. 

 
§ By calculating the ratio of the signals [40]/[28] as function of threshold, we observe the 

loss in signal at m/z 40 due to threshold. 
 
The top row of displays shows average difference signals at the three m/z values; each bar is a 
nanosecond acquisition element.  The unthresholded data is shown in yellow.  The green shape 
is the last acquired threshold. 
 
The second row of displays contains plots of signal area at each m/z as a function of threshold. 
 
The third row of displays shows the ratios [32]/[28] and [40]/[28] as a function of threshold. The 
ratio from the unthresholded data is plotted at threshold=-1 and is treated as the correct value.   
 
§ Thresholds with ratios between 90 and 110% of the unthresholded value are shown with 

a blue background.  10% loss at m/z 40 is generally considered the safe range.  The 
actual acceptable loss depends on the desired dynamic range / sensitivity. 

 
§ If the data are noisy, averaging time should be increased.  This is particularly important 

for w-mode operation. 
 
§ Because m/z 32 and 28 are both high abundance signals, we do not expect this ratio to 

change significantly with threshold.  An increase in [32]/[28] is an indication of saturation 
at the larger m/z 28 peak.  If this occurs, see the “Checking for Saturation” discussion 
above. 

 

Setting Threshold 
There is not necessarily a perfect threshold setting.  The threshold setting balances a desire to 
reject electronic noise and a need to maintain intensity of low abundance signals.  The user 
should set the threshold by comparing the plot of baseline threshold breaker frequency with the 
plot of [40]/[28] versus applied threshold. 
 
 

BitWise FAQs 
I pressed peak display, but the peaks look small and/or sparse? 
The most likely problems are a poor mass calibration or a low PTOF AB.  Re-calibrate and run 
the Chopper Position scan in the Servo Diagnostic Window. If no PTOF AB is visible in this 
diagnostic, toggle the "Timing Offset Between Modes" in the Timing Tab of the Menu Window and 
re-run the scan.  
 
Why can’t I set the baseline value manually? 
The baseline can be changed manually in the AP240 tab of the Parameter Menu Window. 
 
What is “Peak Playback?” 
Peak playback is a slideshow of the recorded peaks.  It is intended to give the user a sense of the 
variety in the individual peak shapes that contribute to the average.   



 
What are the “Advanced Diagnostics?” 
These features are included for troubleshooting. You may at times be asked to send screen 
captures after running these diagnostics.  Otherwise, they are best ignored. 
 
What do the “Note” and “Capture” buttons do? 
Pressing “Capture” saves a screen shot to the directory: C:\ToFAMS\ScreenShots as a .png file.  
The “Note” button opens a textbox where the user can type a note about the screen shot. 
 
What does the “Save HDF” button do? 
BitWise data can be saved in HDF format.  There are no tools for analysis of these files.  File 
attributes explain the various datasets. 
 

m/z Calibration Window. 
 
The principal purpose of the m/z Calibration window is to establish the relationship between 
recorded ion times of flight and ion m/z.  The calibration is based on a 3-point, linear least square 
fits.   
 
A mass spectrum is displayed in time-of-flight space. The user identifies three peaks of known 
m/z, and the software calculates the linear fit.  
 
§ The calculated calibration is used for display purposes throughout the DAQ software.  In 

addition, it is used to calculate the saved stick values (MS and PTOF).   
§ SQUIRREL includes a higher order calibration routine.  This is generally more accurate 

than the DAQ calibration, but it requires that the user save raw data (MS or PTOF). 
 
 

Raw Display 
The top display shows the raw mass spectrum in time-of-flight space.   
 
Intensity. Intensity has units of bits per extraction (bpe).   The display defaults to linear 
autoscale.  The user may set a fixed scale with a linear or log y-axis using the controls below the 
plot. 
 
Time.  The x-axis has units of nanosec.  The display defaults to a full scale (acquisition 
element=0 through acquisition elements = number of samples).  The user may zoom in on any 
region of the spectrum.  To zoom, move the mouse over the “center” of the region you want to 
expand and press F4.  Then, set the size of the time window using the control below the display.  
Note that the dark blue line indicates the center of the time window.  This window can be moved 
in small steps using the arrows below the display. 
 
m/z values.   The mass calibration is based on three user-identified m/z peaks.  Colored dotted 
lines with labels at the top mark the position of these peaks within the raw display.  The position 
of these lines sets the time values used for m/z calibration.  The lines may be moved by hovering 
the mouse over the desired position and pressing F1, F2, or F3 for m/z 1, 2, or 3 respectively.   
 

Peak Displays 
The three displays in the middle of the window zoom in on the user-selected m/z peaks (m1, m2, 
and m3 from above).  For proper calibration, these peaks should correspond to the exact m/z 
values typed immediately below the windows. 



 
For each peak, the black line indicates the position of the m/z value in time-of-flight space.  This 
should align with the maximum of the peak.  Small steps are made using the arrows. Note that 
these steps also move the m/z value lines in the raw display. 
 
The grey area indicates the nominal mass window that is used for calculation of the sticks.   
 
For each peak, text indicates the intensity in bpe, the area (A) within the nominal mass window, 
the resolution (R), and the quadratic skewness (S). 
 
Peak displays default to autoscale. The user may select a fixed-scale linear or log axis using the 
controls below the windows. 
 

Calibration Tab 
The calibration tab at the bottom of the window displays the mass accuracy for each of the three 
m/z values in ppm.  This is calculated based on the difference between the time of flight input by 
the user (peak position)  and the time of flight calculated from the calibration.  The dotted blue line 
shows approximate expected values, based on the typical single ion width and the TOF type (C, 
V, or W). 
 
Also displayed is a plot of the least squares fit with the calibration coefficients. 
 
A check box allows the user to active auto calibration during acquisition.   These feature attempts 
to track movement of the three peaks in time-of-flight space, and re-calibrate accordingly.   It is 
suggested that you use this feature.  But, its performance is not guaranteed to be accurate, 
particularly in situations where the calibration is changing drastically.  In those situations, the user 
should frequently calibration with this window. 
 
Buttons allow the user to revert to the last saved values for the mass calibration peaks / times of 
flight and the heater bias, or to save the current values. 
 

Tuning Tab 
The tuning tab is designed to allow the user to track instrument figures of merit in time.   
 
Auto-refresh Mass spectra are continuously acquired and displayed with the user-selected 
averaging time.  For faster rates, performance is improved by turning off the raw display or the 
figure of merit traces.  
 
Figure of Merit Traces.   During auto-refresh acquisition, these plots show time traces of figures 
of merit for the three mass peaks (in peak windows).  The first plot may be either Area or 
Intensity, the second is mass resolution, and the third is quadratic skewness.  Colored check 
boxes allow the user to turn off specific traces within each plot.  Smoothing with a sliding average 
is optional.  Traces will disappear if any of the values become undefined (e.g., if tracking the 
resolution of a peak that disappears.) 
 
Heater Bias.  The heater bias voltage may be changed using the arrows on the Set Tab.  The 
current value is shown in text, and will be saved at the exit of the window or when the user 
presses save on the Calibration Tab. 
The voltage may also be scanned automatically, with a mass spectrum acquired at each voltage.  
The range is defined relative to the current value.  For instance, “scan from 25 below the current 
value to 25 volts above the current value.” Each step of user-defined size will be averaged for the 
selected auto-refresh time.  The time trace plots show absolute heater bias voltage on the x axis. 
 



 

m/z Calibration Window FAQs 
 
What does the “lock calibration” option do? 
This is a feature for tuning after the calibration has been established.  With lock calibration 
checked, the user may move the mass peak windows without changing the calibration.  Arrows 
below the mass peak displays then move the center line between the positions of nominal 
masses. 
 
I noticed the Servo control option below the chopper position label.  What is this for? 
Pressing F7 will open a window for changing the servo counts (Open, chopped, and blocked).  
This is intended to help troubleshoot problems with the servo.  In general, the servo position 
should be set using the routines in the Servo Diagnostic Window. 


